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Facial identity verification

Facial identity verification
Five challenges facing practitioners

by David J. Robertson, Matthew C. Fysh and Markus Bindemann
The scientific study of facial identification in Psychology is of practical relevance to security
operations and police investigations in which establishing the identity of an unfamiliar person is of
critical importance. At border control checkpoints, for example, oﬃcials compare the face of each
traveler to their corresponding passport photograph. A key security threat in these settings is the
occurrence of identity mismatches (aka “impostors”), who attempt to evade detection by using
stolen or borrowed passports. Recently, impostors have also begun utilizing more sophisticated
methods of hiding their identity. In this short review, we outline five of the key challenges for facial
identification that are of current relevance to applied security settings, with a focus on how
psychological science can be instrumental in overcoming the diﬃculties that accompany this task.
Police investigations, surveillance and security operations, border control, and military engagements rely
critically on the accurate identification of people. A
common method to achieve this is the comparison of
a live target with a concurrent facial photograph, such
as those contained in a passport document or images
obtained from surveillance footage. This task can also
comprise of a direct comparison of two or more facial
images, to determine whether these depict the same
person or diﬀerent individuals. The ubiquity of this
identification process, especially when undertaken by
trained and experienced professionals, might promote
the impression that it is a highly reliable process.
Contrary to this expectation, psychological research
on facial identification exposes this as a surprisingly
challenging task. And even as scientists work to find
solutions to these diﬃculties, new variants of this
problem are emerging, driven by commercial and
technological developments. In this fast-changing
landscape, we review five challenges currently facing
researchers and practitioners.

existence is evidenced by publicised cases, such as
Air Malaysia flight MH370, which went missing en route
to Vietnam in 2014. At the time of its disappearance
over the South China Sea, two impostors with stolen
passports were on board.[18]
A compelling demonstration of the diﬃculty of impostor
detection at passport control comes from psychological
studies of unfamiliar face matching tasks. Here,
observers have to determine whether two face photographs, or a photograph paired with a live person or
surveillance footage, depict one person or two diﬀerent
individuals. This task generates around 20% errors
under favourable laboratory conditions,[6, 20, 23, 28] and
accuracy decreases further under conditions that
approximate applied settings, such as long work shifts
and time pressure.[1, 14]
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Figure 1:

Technological solutions to this challenge may be
possible via e-Gate facial recognition technology.[24]
Presently, however, these systems do not operate

Passport photographs fail
to incorporate variation in a
person’s appearance.

Challenge 1: Continued Reliance on
Face-Photo ID

Society relies widely on face photographs in oﬃcial
documents to verify peoples’ identities. At border
control points, for example, oﬃcials are tasked with
matching face photographs embedded in passports to
the faces of travellers (see Figure 1). As the to-beidentified subjects are typically unfamiliar to the
identifier, the extent to which their appearance can
vary naturally is unknown.[7, 19] A security threat that
arises from these conditions is that of identity
impostors. These are people who seek to conceal their
true identity during security checks by using the stolen
or borrowed security documents of other persons who
are of suﬃciently similar facial appearance.[35] The
scale of this problem is diﬃcult to estimate, but its
Keesing Journal of Documents & Identity June 2019
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Figure 2:
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autonomously, but are monitored by security personnel,
and so the problem of face matching remains vulnerable
to human error.[15] The addition of alternative biometrics
to passports, such as digital fingerprints[21] or iris
scans,[10, 11] holds clear potential to improve this
process but requires a substantial time period for wide
implementation. Therefore, human operators remain
the decisive means for identity verification in these
applied settings.

Challenge 2: Training People to be Better
at Face Identification

Identification errors in face matching are not simply a
hallmark of untrained, lay participants, such as those
frequently employed in psychological studies. On the
contrary, experienced police oﬃcers possessing specific
training in forensic identification techniques do not
outperform untrained observers in matching the identity
of targets on CCTV footage to face photographs in
psychological experiments.[9] Comparable results in
facial identity matching have been demonstrated with
other groups of professionals and in other countries,
such as federal police oﬃcers working at passport
control in Germany[39] or passport issuance oﬃcers in
Australia.[38] The finding that these professionals
perform comparably to novices suggests that occupational training may be ineﬀective at improving facial
identification performance.
This impression is strengthened by a recent evaluation
of four facial image comparison training courses for
staﬀ in national security, police, and border control
agencies across the world.[36] These short courses,
which are representative of those currently on oﬀer,
procured no improvement in face-matching accuracy.
There was some evidence that a 3-day training course,
focusing on facial feature comparison strategies,
could provide a modest benefit to performance, but
certainly not the step-change in accuracy required in
security-critical contexts.
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Consequently, the development of training programs
is an area of intense current interest in the research
domain, but it remains unclear how this can be
achieved to best eﬀect. The approach investigated by
Towler et al. (2019),[36] whereby participants’ facematching ability is assessed pre- and post-training,
represents a practical blueprint for how training
programs may be best implemented (see Figure 2).
The likely solution to the present challenge is to
continue to scientifically vet existing training programs,
to provide important insight into what works, and
what does not, for further progress in this field.
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Challenge 3: Ability and Personnel Selection
A complementary approach to training may be the
selection of individuals with a natural aptitude for
facial identification. People appear to diﬀer greatly in
their ability to process faces, with some select individuals capable of exceptionally high performance, as
displayed in Figure 3.[30] In Psychology, these people
are referred to as Super-Recognisers,[31] and are a
topic of great current interest. One reason for this is
that understanding super-recognition will provide
theoretical insight into how faces can be identified
with high accuracy, which in turn should facilitate
development of more eﬀective training programs.
Another reason is that people with super-recognition
ability already appear to work in some critical identification roles, such as forensic analysts or facial
examiners in the police.[24, 30] In a similar vein, people
who excel at unfamiliar face matching could be
deployed as passport oﬃcers, to enhance the
detection of impostors.[5, 12, 30]

However, the deployment of super-recognisers also
poses a great challenge. One reason for this is that
research on super-recognisers is still very limited,[4] and
the research that does exist reveals that these people
can be inconsistent across tasks.[2, 5] Consequently, it is
not yet clear how such individuals should be selected
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for relevant occupations. It is also uncertain whether
super-recognition in laboratory tests will translate into
meaningful gains in operational settings.[25] To address
these problems, it is likely that comprehensive batteries
of facial identification tests need to be developed that
capture the challenges presented in the real world.[2]
Partnerships between scientists and agencies must be
strengthened to successfully implement such
developments.

Challenge 4: Morphs and
Hyper-Realistic Masks

The research outlined so far relates to fraud attacks in
which a perpetrator may have obtained a valid passport
of a person of similar appearance. However, new
technologies are also emerging that manipulate the
resemblance between person and passport photo.
One of these methods comprises digitally morphing
photographs of two people into a single image. This
process can create a series of intermediate face photos,
or ‘morphs’, between identities (see Figure 4). These
images can be smuggled into valid passports at the
renewal stage, by submitting a morph between a
current passport holder and another person. The
intention here is that the morphed image suﬃciently
resembles the existing holder to be accepted as a valid
recent image, whilst also resembling the impostor to

Figure 3:
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While identity fraud with morphs is based on increasing
the similarity of a passport photo to its bearer, a similar
type of fraud involves increasing similarity of the bearer
to the photo in a stolen passport. An increasingly
sophisticated method of achieving this is to use
hyper-realistic silicone overhead masks (see Figure 5).
Reports of this type of fraud have circulated in the
media, whereby perpetrators have evaded detection
at passport control.[40] The viability of this method of
identity deception has also been confirmed by recent
psychological studies.[32, 33] These studies demonstrate
also that diﬀerences exist among observers’ abilities to
detect this deliberate form of disguise. This indicates
that the development of selection tests to find people

-

several face matching tasks
Reproduced from Robertson

Recent research confirms the eﬀectiveness of this type
of identity fraud, by demonstrating that identity-morphs
can be easily missed. This work shows also, however,
that providing morph fraud awareness information and
feedback training can improve detection.[27, 29] (see
also Scherhag, Rathgeb and Busch, 2018 for work on
machine detection of morphs).[34] A challenge here is
to remain abreast of this process as the sophistication
of identity morphs increases further.
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with mask-detection ability, or of training to harness
it, represents one possible route to overcoming this
challenge.

Challenge 5: Person Identification from
Drone-Captured Footage

A final challenge that has moved into focus recently is
the identification of people from aerial footage acquired
by drones.[16, 17] In the UK, for example, drones are
deployed by police to locate and track the movements
of suspects. The accuracy of this process is influenced
by factors such as the distance of a to-be-identified
target from the drone, and the angular momentum of
drones (see Figure 6).
These factors reduce the quality of drone footage and
increase the diﬃculty of person identification. As a
result, comparing drone-recorded footage of a person
to a high-quality photographic counterpart can be at
chance level, even when the drone recording is acquired
under seemingly favourable conditions. In fact, even
basic person information pertaining to sex, age, and
race can be diﬃcult to extract from good-quality drone
footage.[3] These findings raise concern surrounding
the deployment of drones by police and military forces
for operations that rely on the successful identification
of people.
Currently, research on the accuracy of person identification by human observers from drone-captured
footage remains extremely limited. There are suggestions that this process might be alleviated by face
recognition algorithms,[17] yet such algorithms also
return high error rates under realistically challenging
conditions.[26] Thus for the foreseeable future, the
identification of people from drone footage is likely to
remain a challenge for humans.

Summary and Conclusions

Overall, three main conclusions about person identification in security settings may be drawn. Firstly, the
identification of unfamiliar individuals via face-to-photo
or photo-to-photo comparison is an inherently diﬃcult
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task. Second, the diﬃculty of this task is further
compounded by increasingly sophisticated methods
of evading identification, such as facial morphs and
hyper-realistic masks. Finally, current strategies for
overcoming these challenges, for example through
training programs, are yet to achieve the anticipated
gains in accuracy that are intended. Psychological
science oﬀers some insights into these challenges.
However, the implementation of subsequent solutions
can only be achieved through continued collaboration
between researchers and practitioners.

Figure 4:
A fraudster could create
“morphed” facial images
that contain characteristics
of themselves and either a
confederate or a victim of
identity theft.
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